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Hayyakum is a program that started to build bridges between our university and 
universities around the world by engaging in cultural exchange activities and tours. 
We plan to create a diversified schedule with an opening ceremony as well as a tour 
in our campus to experience the daily academic life of Saudi students. In addition, 
tours around highlighted cultural attractions of Riyadh city will be held. Above all, we 
aim to give the visiting students an in-depth exploration of Saudi’s culture and 
modern society making this unique journey memorable a memorable one. 
  

•  Engage in cross-cultural activities to enrich understandings of one another’s 
differences  

•  Learn about the historical Saudi Arabia in comparison to the modern side of the 
country  

•  Build continued friendships with people from around the globe 
•  Explore the heart of the Saudi desert  
•  Deliver an exceptional memory in the hearts of our visiting friends about Saudi   
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Introduction

Objective

In this document, we provide a general sample schedule of the activities planned 
and general information about the program.

Overview



* The project is applicable for 4 female students and 1 supervisor due to university 
policies and restrictions.  

* The date of the program is estimated from the 26th to the 30th of December, 
2016. (Total = 4 nights. Dates are flexible) 

* Hayyakum provides visa requests and manages the program to give our visitors 
the optimal experience. 

* Hayyakum arranges the best deals but does not cover expenses for activities, 
accommodation, flight tickets or insurance.

Additional Details: 



SCHEDULE*

*THIS IS SAMPLE SCHEDULE. CHANGES MAY OCCUR 



The Sky Bridge is a modern marvel on a unique landmark (The Kingdom Tower), 
rising on top of a 300-meter tower and overlooking the city of Riyadh.  
http://kingdomcentre.com.sa/?page_id=17456 

Kingdom tower - The Sky Bridge
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It is a rock-framed "window" with a 
wonderful view of the valley below. It is 
about 180 km North-East of Riyadh.  Edge 
of the World is located up straight from 
the Acacia Valley. Experience watching the 
city of Riyadh. 
  

The Edge of the World  
The Masmak is a clay and mud-brick fort, 
with four watchtowers and thick walls, 
founded on stone blocks, lying in the center 
of Riyadh, in the old quarters. This building 
played a major part in the kingdom's history. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masmak_fort 

Al Masmak 

http://kingdomcentre.com.sa/?page_id=17456
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masmak_fort
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This place serve as a central plaza where you 
can enjoy something to eat from the plenty 
choices, go shopping, or sit and enjoy the 
view of traditionally designed buildings 
around the palm trees. 
  

Albujairy Square 

This unique building is designed by non-other 
than Zaha Hadid. It is a non-profit global 
institution dedicated to independent research 
into energy economics, policy, technology, 
and the environment across all types of 
energy.  

King Abdullah Petroleum Studies  
and Research Center 

Go in depth in experiencing the saudi food, coffee, clothes, and henna.  

  

Saudi Night 
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THANK YOU

CCI@PSU.EDU.SA  |  @PSU_CCI  |  +966 11 494 8171
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